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Nuggets guard Ty Lawson gets

pressure from Atlanta s Josh Smith.

Lawson, starting for the injured

Chauncey Billups, scored 16 points.

(David Zalubowski, The Associated

Press)
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J.R., Nuggets take down Hawks
Nuggets 124, hawks 104
By Benjamin Hochman

The Denver Post
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The game ceased being a game — like, you know, with five-on-five

competition — and it became one man's crowd-rising, hair-raising

exhibition (think Evel Knievel with a jumper).

In the fourth quarter of the Nuggets' 124-104 victory over the Atlanta

Hawks, J.R. Smith would collect a pass and the Pepsi Center fans would

pop out of their seats, their "aaahs!" increasing until Smith's release — for

then they became capital-A "AAAhs!"

The Denver guard sank four fourth-quarter 3-pointers and was 10-for-17 on

the night from beyond the arc en route to a game-high 41 points, five short

of his career high.

"It's like throwing rocks into the ocean," said Smith, who became the first

player in NBA history to

tally multiple games with 10 or more 3s in his career. "I really

established that (rhythm) early. They started doubling off me and going

on (Carmelo Anthony). Everything else was like throwing darts."

The Nuggets got sweet revenge on Atlanta, a team that smacked them

around Nov. 7. The Nuggets are 13-1 at the Pepsi Center, the best home

record in the NBA, thanks to a 27-assist performance with the players

actually passing to one another. Smith shot himself out of a slump that

had caused his coach consternation. His recent shooting totals included

0-for-8, 5-for-14 and 2-for-12 in the most recent game at Memphis.

"I don't think my jump shot has been as consistent as I want it to be,"

Smith said, "but I don't think it's been an up-and-down year, as long as

my defense is still consistent."

On Wednesday, Smith shot 15-for-25 from the field but 1-for-6 from the

foul line, where he has struggled all season.

"I would bet it's never happened in the NBA," Nuggets coach George

Karl said. "You saw history tonight."

The Nuggets' victory was their first in three tries without Chauncey

Billups, the thumping-heart point guard who has a strained left groin.

Rookie Ty Lawson started and scored 16 points with five assists, a significant statistic considering Denver is

9-1 when Lawson has dished five or more assists.

The fourth quarter got a little weird. With Denver up 19 points and with 2:31 left, Smith launched a 30-foot 3,

which missed, as did his next two attempts.

"It's difficult for me (as a coach)," Karl said. "Players want other players to have their opportunity to shine in
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the spotlight — I'm not sure I like it.

"A couple guys asked me to keep him in to get the record (for 3s, 12). Personally, I think, when the game's

over, the game's over. But it's a new generation, I got to adapt."

The question now is — can Smith keep this up? Not 10 3s in a game, but consistent shooting nights in which

he is a reliable reserve?

"There's no question he was in the zone," Karl said. "But we need J.R. to work on other aspects of his game.

J.R. and Melo are two guys on our team who could maybe get triple-doubles and that's how we should push

them to be — they should be playmakers, scorers, guys who make other guys better.

"And the more they do that, the more we become a special team."

Benjamin Hochman: 303-954-1294 or bhochman@denverpost.com

NUGGETS RECAP

What you might have missed

With 0.2 seconds left in the third quarter and the Hawks down 10, Jamal Crawford actually made a half-court

shot — but he was called for traveling and the basket didn't count. . . . Kenyon Martin now has 8,000 points in

his career.

Final thought

Atlanta is an excellent team, and Denver's double-teaming of Joe Johnson kept the Hawks' star from taking

over.

Up next

Friday at Portland, 8:30 p.m.
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it is No coincidence that JR Smith just had a lights-out game right after the Denver Post
column saying TRADE HIM to Improve the team. He saw it, he was challenged, he
thought; "I'll show them!"

too bad he isn't more self motivated. Even a fraction of this kind of production on a
regular basis would send fans into a frenzy, and send opponents home humiliated.

Brian in Evans | 7:58 AM on Thursday Dec 24

       Report Abuse

Maybe the media should say JR needs to be traded every day. I do not know if he read
the article indicating he should be traded for a big man, but apparently he responded.
(or not)

I like the Nuggets as they are when they play the right way.(as George Karl puts it) But
sometimes they are quite boring and put me to sleep. With great team passing,
rebounding, and defensive pressure they are as exciting as any other NBA team. I like
the underdog and Denver is definitely that. Getting a big man doesn't neccesarily make
them a better team.

Tim M  | 7:55 AM on Thursday Dec 24

       Report Abuse

JR COULD'VE BEEN A GREAT ONE

this is the problem with JR that's talked about constantly on sports radio and in print. JR
is Supremely talented, he can take over a game, but has completely failed to play up to
his ability. He could be one of the best in the NBA, but is so inconsistent he is often not
worth even having on the roster. Thus the recent talk of trading him. He has ALOT
MORE mediocre games than great ones and it's a shame. The Denver Nuggets could
be an elite team if he wasn't so lazy and played to his potential all the time. When JR is
on his game, it is a thing of beauty to watch, which makes it all the more frustrating for
fans when he's simply going through the motions. JR has the physical ability to be great,
but he doesn't have the mental ability to be Great.

Brian in Evans | 7:51 AM on Thursday Dec 24

       Report Abuse

The ups and downs of JR and Ty . . .

Denver at Memphis (L)
Rookie Ty Lawson (0-3) 0 pts 0 boards 2 dimes/1 turnover
JR Smith (2-12) 7 pts 2 boards 0 dimes/3 turnovers
Totals: (2-15) 7 pts 2 boards 2 dimes/4 turnovers
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Atlanta at Denver (W)
Rookie Ty Lawson (7-11) 16 pts 6 boards 5 dimes/2 turnovers
JR Smith (15-25) 41 pts 2 boards 3 dimes/0 turnovers
Totals: (22-36) 57 pts 8 boards 8 dimes/2 turnovers

Note: Nene (+22) and Melo (+21) had the highest +/- stat last night.

Truth Tella | 6:14 AM on Thursday Dec 24

       Report Abuse
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